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ORCID for users: a unique identifier and 
fundamental tool

ORCID provides researchers with a globally unique iD 
that can be used throughout their scholarly career. 

In an international research environment, your ORCID 
distinguishes your research output from all other 

researchers to ensure consistent and reliable 
attribution of your work and accurate measurement of 

your research impact.



ORCID, 
repositories 

and 
PIDs/CRIS: an 

incredible 
added value

Repository systems integrations with ORCID;

- add visibility to repository content and their authors
- facilitate collaboration and networking

- help organizations with institutional reporting 
systems and national assessment programs.



Why «so 
special»?

Repositories are an integral and
essential part of the global
research infrastructure and rely on
a network of systems connected
by identifiers, helping the global
research community get the best
value from this network.



The premises

• DSpace 7 up to 7.2 was only able to query the ORCID 
registry to lookup for authors

• DSpace-CRIS provides a full bi-directional integration with 
ORCID able to push & pull data via the member API

• DSpace governance: Steering & Leadership set these new 
features as a high priority

• 4Science donates what we did for ORCID integration in 
DSpace-CRIS, community funds are used to (partially) 
cover adaption and porting of such features



4Science 
and 

ORCID

Larger experience in the DSpace ORCID 
integration

Worked with ORCID API since v1.2

Now based on the ORCID API v3

4Science is a Certified Service Provider 
for DSpace-CRIS



4Science is a ORCID certified service provider

…and our DSpace-CRIS is an officially enabled system with better feasibility features 
https://info.orcid.org/orcid-enabled-systems/

The idea: starting from what we’re already providing

https://info.orcid.org/orcid-enabled-systems/


Speaking 
about 
the stage 
we’re at



Complete ORCID integration: features checklist

DSpace-CRIS state of-the-art

Use ORCID API 
v3 ✔

Manage sync 
preferences ✔

Link ORCID 
Account ✔

Login via ORCID 
✔

Synchronization 
queue ✔

Push biography 
data ✔

Push 
publications ✔

Push projects / 
funding ✔

Link 
publications 

and fundings ✔

Push 
employments ✔

Push 
educations ✔

Push 
qualifications ✔

Search ORCID ✔
Pull biography 

✔

Import 
publications ✔

Discover new 
publications 

(WebHook) ✔

Discover 
revoked authz 

✔



The functionalities we’ll import

Use ORCID API 
v3 ✔

Manage sync 
preferences ✔

Link ORCID 
Account ✔

Login via ORCID 
✔

Synchronization 
queue ✔

Push biography 
data ✔

Push 
publications ✔

Push projects / 
funding ✔

Link 
publications 

and fundings ✔

Show ORCID 
badge

Push 
employments 

Push 
educations 

Push 
qualifications 

Search ORCID ✔ Pull biography 
Import 

publications ✔

Discover new 
publications 
(WebHook) 

Discover 
revoked authz 



Creation of an user profile



Manage profile visibility



Claim an existing profile



Access the ORCID settings



Link profile with ORCID



ORCID synchronization
preferences & queue



Import publications 
from ORCID



Future improvement plans…



…there we are!

Use ORCID API 
v3 ✔

Manage sync 
preferences ✔

Link ORCID 
Account ✔

Login via ORCID 
✔

Synchronization 
queue ✔

Push biography 
data ✔

Push 
publications ✔

Push projects / 
funding ✔

Link 
publications 

and fundings ✔

Show ORCID 
badge

Push 
employments

Push 
educations

Push 
qualifications

Search ORCID ✔ Pull biography
Import 

publications ✔

Discover new 
publications 
(WebHook)

Discover 
revoked authz



After this, some differences 
remain though



A closer look to the differences

These fuctionalities require
a proper hiearchical
metadata support

Push 
employments

Push 
educations

Push 
qualifications



See where this integration story goes 
with us

Follow us on LinkedIn          : 4Science International

Follow us On Twitter: 4Science International


